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This book presents object-oriented programming with C++ and Java, which are today’s two dominant languages for such programming. The presentation format is mostly comparative, all the way from the basic language constructs to application-level issues dealing with graphics programming, network programming, and database programming. This book is intended for a reader who is well-conversant with the important features of C: pointers, strings, arrays, and structures.

The author strongly believes in the notion that, in addition to the syntax, it is essential to also show a programming language through its applications to fully establish its beauty and power. Teaching a programming language divorced from its applications – not uncommon in many educational programs – would be like teaching English through just its grammar.

This book grew out of an attempt to meet a specific academic need for a comprehensive educational program in object-oriented programming. We wanted a program that would not be too indoctrinating with regard to any one style (or any one language, since language often dictates style) of object-oriented programming. While programming skill could have been taught by focusing on a single language, education in its larger sense demanded that we provide a broader menu of styles and concepts. The result was what the reader sees in this book: An integrated presentation of C++ and Java. There is educational value in comparing and contrasting the two languages, from basic language constructs to how the languages are used in application-level programming. Such comparisons may even inspire an enterprising student to think of new and more powerful object-oriented languages of the future. To further enhance
the educational value of this comparative approach, this book also includes treatment of simulated object-orientation in plain C, with GNOME/GTK+ presented as a major example of this approach.

This book is based on the philosophy that learning by comparison is very efficient and can be a lot of fun. Sometimes we find it easier to remember and learn things if we can anchor our memory and comprehension in interesting differences and similarities between supposedly similar objects, structures, and situations. Learning C++ and Java together can exploit this aspect of human cognition. Students find it interesting to compare C++ and Java programming constructs for doing the same thing.

Teaching and learning C++ and Java together have some unique advantages. First, because both C++ and Java were born out of C, they have much in common at the level of basic language structures. Teaching these structures together saves time. For example, once the concept of a vector in C++ is made clear and some of the more useful functions associated with C++ vectors are elucidated, the discussion of the Java ArrayList takes hardly any time. The Java discussion consists mostly of pointing out the Java functions that do the same thing as the previously discussed C++ functions.

Then there is also the unique process of learning by coding up a program in C++ that does the same thing as a given program in Java, or vice versa. My experience is that this approach enables the students to tackle more difficult projects in both C++ and Java than would otherwise be the case under the time constraints of a course.

Learning two large languages together does have its down side. One can get confused as to what feature belongs to which language. Fortunately, this difficulty is minimized by the modern programming practice of keeping one eye on the on-line documentation in one terminal window while programming in another terminal window. Both Java and C++ have become so large that it would be impossible for anyone to commit to memory all of the classes and all of the functions and attributes defined for the classes. So even if one were not learning two languages simultaneously, one would still need to refer to documentation while writing programs.

The book contains more material than can be accommodated in a typical one-semester course. In my experience, the book works well for a sequence of two back-to-back courses, the first focusing on the basic language constructs as presented in the first fifteen chapters, and the second focusing on application- and design-level issues. For the second course, I complement the material in the last five chapters with a book on design patterns.

It would be naive of me to assume that a manuscript as large as this would be free of errors. I’d be much grateful to the readers who would bring the errors to my attention at kak@purdue.edu. All corrections will be made available online at www.programming-with-objects.com, and the authors of the corrections will be duly acknowledged. The same applies to any slip-ups on my part in giving proper attributions to authors. Where my example programs were inspired directly by what I saw in other sources, I have acknowledged their authors in the “Credits and Suggestions for Further Reading” section at the end of each chapter.
The author will be glad to make available to the prospective instructors the solutions to the homework problems.

Finally, the book should also be useful to those who are transitioning from C++ to Java, or vice versa.

Purdue University
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Dining Philosophers Problem, 1025
directive, using (C++), 9, 64
disjunctive activity (UML), 612
dispatcher thread (Java), 965
DNS lookup, 1038
Document (AWT/Swing), 854
DocumentEvent (AWT/Swing), 847, 854
DocumentListener (AWT/Swing), 847, 854
DotLine (Qt), 921
double, 213, 222

greatest positive value, 222
precision, 222
smallest positive value, 222
DOUBLE PRECISION (SQL), 1061
downcasting (C++), 780
dramatic result set (Mysql++), 1077
drawImage() (AWT/Swing), 916
drawRect() (AWT/Swing), 857
(Java), 905
(Qt), 920
drawString() (AWT/Swing), 908
driver manager, 1059
DriverManager (Java), 1059, 1070
DROP TABLE (SQL), 1062, 1067
DuplicateBase.cc, 743
dynamically expandable array, 75
dynamic binding (C++), 647
dynamic_cast (C++), 234, 700, 780
with object reference, 781
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ECHO network service, 1028
elementAt() (Java), 195
EMBED tag, 947
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of event, 844
of signal, 844
Employee.h, 694
empty
space (AWT/Swing)
glue, 815
invisible component, 815
rigid area, 815
string
(C++), 113
(Java), 132
empty() (C++), 174–175
encapsulation, 3, 29–30
in simulated OO in C, 95
EnclosedClassAccess.cc, 87
EnclosingClassAccess.java, 90
end() (C++), 154, 565
endl, a stream manipulator (C++), 255
end-of-file, 16
ends, a stream manipulator (C++), 255
endsWith() (Java), 141
error() (Java), 408
error indicators for I/O stream (C), 21
ErrConnectionRefused (Qt), 1040
ErrHostNotFound (Qt), 1040
ErrSocketRead (Qt), 1040
escape
hexadecimal, 215
octal, 215
sequence, 215
event, 932
definition, 842
emission, 844
high-level (AWT/Swing), 845
high-level (Qt), 858
in UML, 606
low-level (AWT/Swing), 845
low-level (Qt), 858
processing, 842
by macros and messages, 844
by virtual function (Qt), 844
loop, 844
loop (AWT/Swing), 845, 857, 993
loop (GNOME/GTK+), 871
loop (Qt), 802, 858
queue, 842
source, 845
eventDestroy() (GNOME/GTK+), 807, 873
Event Dispatch Thread (AWT/Swing), 857, 942,
964–965, 993, 995, 999
Event[Guard]/Action (UML), 606
EventThreadDemo.java, 993
EventThreadDemo2.java, 995
"exactly one superclass" rule (Java), 680
exact numerics (SQL), 1060
Excel, 1059
Exception (Java), 399
exception
a C++ header file, 8–9
checked (Java), 399, 408
handler, 389
handling, differences between C++ and Java, 399
specification
(C++), 393
(Java), 403, 674
unchecked (Java), 399, 408
ExceptionUsage1.cc, 392
ExceptionUsage1.java, 402
ExceptionUsage2.cc, 392
ExceptionUsage2.java, 403
ExceptionUsage3.cc, 393
ExceptionUsage3.java, 403
ExceptionUsage4.cc, 394
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ExceptionUsage5.cc, 395
ExceptionUsage5.java, 405
ExceptionUsage6.cc, 396
ExceptionUsage6.java, 406
ExceptionUsage7.cc, 397
ExceptionUsage7.java, 407
ExceptionUsage8.cc, 397
ExceptionUsage8.java, 407
exec() (Qt), 802, 831–832, 834, 836
executable class, 13
execute() (Mysql++), 1076
executeQuery() (Java), 1070
exit()
(C), 19–20
(C++), 23
EXIT_FAILURE (C), 19–20
expand (GNOME/GTK+), 838
expandable empty space (AWT/Swing), 816
ExplicitCast1.cc, 232
ExplicitCast1.java, 234
ExplicitCast2.cc, 233
ExplicitCast2.java, 235
explicit
constructor invocation (Java), 422
keyword for suppressing implicit type conversion (C++), 527, 533–536
type conversion, 223
(C++), 232, 234, 618
(Java), 234
extend (UML), 590
extended
class (C++), 42
class (Java), 47,
extending
a class
C++, 664,
Java, 669
an interface (Java), 686
extends (Java), 47, 669
extension point (UML), 590
extern, 69
‘C’ directive (C++), 386, 488
extracting substring
(C++), 122
(Java), 141
extraction operator (C++), 16
F
fail() (C++), 243
fail-fast (Java), 189, 204
fast mutex (POSIX), 1011
fclose() (C), 19
ferror() (C), 19
field, 30, 32, 37
FILE* (C), 20
FileCopy.c, 19
FileCopy.cc, 21
FileCopy.java, 23
FileDialog (AWT/Swing), 883
FileInputStream (Java), 24
FileOutputStream (Java), 263, 266
file pointer
(C), 20
(C++), 239
(Java), 266
scope (C++), 303–304
FileReader (Java), 27, 205
FileReader (Java), 263, 266, 269
fill
(AWT/Swing), 826
(GNOME/GTK+), 838
(Qt), 920
methods for Java arrays, 315
methods for C++ containers, 182
fill
(C++), 253
(Java), 316
fill
(C++), 253
(Java), 316
fill
(AWT/Swing), 816
fill (Qt) (AWT/Swing), 908
finalization (Java), 55, 446
finalizer (Java), 55, 446–447
finalizer thread (Java), 965
final (Java), 317, 365, 595, 690
for blocking inheritance, 49
for read-only variable, 51, 76
function parameter, 345
finally (Java), 401, 405
fi (C++)
(C++), 120, 159, 182, 565–566
finally (C++), 120
fi (C++)
(C++), 120
fi (C++)
(C++), 120
fi (C++)
(C++), 120
fi (C++)
(C++), 120
a C++ header file, 8, 22, 238
a read and write stream (C++), 239
FTP network service, 1028
function
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inlining (C++), 345, 360
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overloading, 345
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overriding, 44
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parameterized
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prototype (C++), 22, 346
prototype scope (C++), 303, 305
scope (C++), 303, 305
signature, 369, 651
stack, 388
template
  (C++), 556–557
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virtual (C++), 44
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functional, a C++ header file, 8, 176
functor (C++), 538, 693
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GDK_2BUTTON_PRESS, 932
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GDK_BUTTON_PRESS, 932
GDK_BUTTON_RELEASE, 932
GDK, 795
GDK_DRAG_ENTER, 932
GDK_DRAG_LEAVE, 932
GDK_DRAG_MOTION, 932
GdkEvent*, 932
GdkEvent4Button*, 932
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gdk_imlib_image, 927
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class, 547, 568
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getAllFonts() (AWT/Swing), 908
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getAppletInfo() (AWT/Swing), 946
getAvailableFontFamilyNames() (AWT/Swing), 908
g() (C++), 15, 17, 21–22, 243, 247
getC() (C), 19, 21
getc() (C), 14–15
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getContentPane() (AWT/Swing), 915
getFont() (AWT/Swing), 883
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getInsets() (AWT/Swing), 904
getLine() (C++), 245
getLocalGraphicsEnvironment() (AWT/Swing), 908
getMetaData() (Java), 1071
getOutputStream() (Java), 1029
getInputStream() (Java), 1029
getPoint() (AWT/Swing), 915
getProperty() (Java), 957
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GnomeCanvas, 926, 932
GnomeCanvasGroup, 874, 926
GnomeCanvasItem, 874
GnomeCanvasPoints, 928
GnomeCanvasPoints*, 933
GnomeCanvasRoot(), 874
GnomeCanvasItem*(), 927
Gnome-config, 805
GnomeCanvas, desktop environment, 790, 793, 795
Gnome/GTK+, 2, 795
GnomeInit(), 804
GnomeUIInfo, 894, 897
GnomeUIINFO-END, 897
GnomeUIINFO-Help, 897
GnomeUIINFO-_SEPARATOR, 897
GnomeUIINFO-Subtree, 897
GNU
C compiler, g++, 9
General Public License, 1058
Image Manipulation Program (C), 795
Object Modeling Environment (C), 795
golden proportion, 789
good() (C++), 243
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gprint() (Gnome/GTK+), 796
gprint() (GNOME/GTK+), 796
GIMP (GNOME/GTK+), 795
GIMP Drawing Kit (GNOME/GTK+), 795
GIMP Took Kit (GNOME/GTK+), 795
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gint8 (GNOME/GTK+), 796
gint (GNOME/GTK+), 796, 880
gjc (Java), 569
gjc.Main (Java), 570
gjcr (Java), 569
GJ (Java), 569
glass pane (AWT/Swing), 797–799
glib library (GNOME/GTK+), 795
global namespace (C++), 62, 386
overload definition (C++), 498
scope (C++), 62
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code (Qt), 862
g_malloc() (GNOME/GTK+), 796
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GnomeCanvasSet(), 874
GnomeCanvasItem new(), 874, 926
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GnomeCanvasPoints*, 933
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GnomeUIINFO-END, 897
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General Public License, 1058
Image Manipulation Program (C), 795
Object Modeling Environment (C), 795
golden proportion, 789
good() (C++), 243
GPL, 1058
gprint() (Gnome/GTK+), 796
grant table, 1058
graphical user interface, 2
Graphics2D (AWT/Swing), 903, 910
Graphics (AWT/Swing), 794, 854, 903–905, 907
graphics context, 903
GraphicsDevice (AWT/Swing), 909
GraphicsEnvironment (AWT/Swing), 908
green threads, 964
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GridBagLayout (AWT/Swing), 825, 827
GridBagLayout (AWT/Swing), 809, 825
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gridheight (AWT/Swing), 826
GridLayout (AWT/Swing), 809, 819, 849
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gridx (AWT/Swing), 826
gridy (AWT/Swing), 826
GTK+, 790, 793
GtkAttachOptions, 840
GtkBin, 880
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gtk_box_pack_start(), 838–839
GtkButton, 879
gtk_button_new_with_label(), 807, 840
GTK, 795
GTK+, 791, 795, 871
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gtk_container_set_border_width(), 805
gtk_editable_get_chars(), 874
gtk_editable_get_position(), 874
GtkHBox, 837
gtk_hbox_new(), 837
gtk_idle_add(), 881
gtk_main(), 805, 871, 881
gtk_main() (GNOME/GTK+), 808
gtk_main_quit(), 880
gtk_main_quit() (GNOME/GTK+), 805, 808
GtkModifierType, 896
GtkObject, 796, 880
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gtk scrolled_window_new(), 873
gtk scrolled_window_set_policy(), 873–874
gtk_signal_connect(), 871, 879, 932
gtk_signal_emit(), 871
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GtkSignalQuery, 880
GtkTable, 837, 839
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gtk_type_name(), 880
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handler, exception, 389
handshaking for reliable transmission, 1028
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map
(C++, 180
(Java), 184, 191
table
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(Java), 184
hash_map, a C++ container class, 180
HashMap, a Java container class, 184, 191
HashSet, a Java container class, 189
HashTable, a Java container class, 184
hasMoreTokens(), 205
hasMoreTokens() (Java), 27
hasNext() (Java), 186, 190
hasPrevious() (Java), 186
heap, 299, 632
heavyweight component (AWT/Swing), 793
HEIGHT, 938
height-balanced binary tree, 183, 191
HelloThreadWithJoin.cc, 1018
hex, 216
a stream manipulator (C++), 253
dump, 246
hexadecimal
digit, 216
ecape, 215
integer
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hierarchical structures, 1
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role-based, 768
high-level event, 845, 858
hints to a layout manager, 815
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HSIZE, 938
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image loading
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redirect, 732
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short-circuit evaluation (C++), 543
show() (AWT/Swing), 1000
showDocument() (Java), 956
showpoint, a stream manipulator (C++), 254
shuffle, 150, 166
shuffle() (Java), 316
side effect, 347
SIGNALL (Qt), 859
signal, 870
(C++), 804
emitted by button, 808
signaling object, 1013
signal_name (GNOME/GTK+), 880
signals and slots (Qt), 844
SignalSlotLCD.cc, 860
signature function, 369
signed char (C++), 213–214
int (C++), 213, 221
Silly.cc, 376
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, 1028
SimulatedOO.c, 98
simulated oo in C, 2, 790–791
Singleton.cc, 417
Singleton (Java), 200
Singleton.java, 416
size() (C++), 124, 175, 180
(Java), 190
sizeHint() (Qt), 833, 836–837
sizeof, 6–7, 98, 117, 125
sizePolicy() (Qt), 837, 866
smallInt (C++), 110, 120
sizeType (C++), 116, 119, 122
Sketch.c, 933
Sketch.cc, 924
smoothing, free-form, 923, 932
skipws, a stream manipulator (C++), 255
Sleepws.cc, 256
sleep state, 964, 970
SlideShowApplet.html, 946
SlideShowApplet (Java), 940
SlideShowApplet.java, 943
SLOT (Qt), 859
slot (Qt), 804, 844, 870, 887
SMALLINT (SQL), 1061
SmallInt (C++), 529
SmallIntWithIncrementDecrement.cc, 531
smart pointer (C++), 519
SmartPtr.h, 527
SmartPtrInitial.cc, 523
SmartPtrWithOwnership.cc, 525
SMTP network service, 1028
society of objects, 1
Socket (Java), 1028–1029, 1038
Socket, 1027–1028, 1038
number, 1027–1028
SortedLine (Qt), 921
sort() (C++), 116, 162, 171, 182, 206, 375, 538, 567, 692
(Java), 55, 137, 145, 185–186, 205, 315
pointer types (C++), 542
stable, 117
SortedMap, a Java container class, 184, 191
SortedSet, a Java container class, 183
SortHeap (C++), 567
SortPointerType.cc, 542
SortTiming.java, 55
SortWithFunctor.cc, 539
SortWithLessThan.cc, 540
SOUTH (AWT/Swing), 810, 827
SOUTHEAST (AWT/Swing), 827
SOUTHWEST (AWT/Swing), 827
SpecialInt.cc, 437
SpecialInt.java, 440
specialization, 769
especific cation perspective (UML), 592
specificity, 369
splicing one list into another
(C++), 171
(Java), 185–186
SQL, 1055, 1057, 1059
stream, a C++ header file, 8, 257
stable sorting, 117, 197, 315
Stack, a Java container class, 184
stack, 299
INDEX

a C++ container class, 149, 151, 174
a C++ header file, 8
Java), 184
stacking order, 842
StackOps.cc, 174
StackOverflowError (Java), 408
standard
conversion, 224–225
error stream, 239, 21, 23
input stream, 239
namespace (C++), 9
output, 8
stream, 23, 239
StandardConvert.cc, 225
Standard Template Library (C++), 8–9
start()
for applets (AWT/Swing), 903, 937, 991
for QThread (Qt), 1018
for Thread (Java), 966
for Timer (Java), 941
startsWith() (Java), 141
state
diagram (UML), 604
of input stream object (C++), 23
transition (UML), 606
state() (Qt), 1039
statechart diagram (UML), 588, 606
concurrent, 608
Statement (Java), 1070
static, 19, 595, 690
class member
(C++), 422
Java), 430
const (C++), 422
initialization, 422
destruction (C++), 429
final (Java), 430, 690
initialization, 430
for continuous storage (C++), 362
for file scope (C++), 367
initialization (C++), 429
member, 81
initialization (C++), 423, 426
initialization (Java), 433
nested class (Java), 89, 847
result set (Mysql++), 1077
variable (C++), 361
binding (C++), 647
Static1.cc, 422
Static1.java, 430
Static2.cc, 423
Static2.java, 431
StaticBinding.cc, 647
static_cast (C++), 117, 232, 618, 781
StaticStorage.cc, 362
status message in sequence diagram (UML), 598
stdafx.h (C), 110
stderr, standard error stream (C), 19, 21
stdexcept, a C++ header file, 8–9
stdin, standard input stream (C), 14
stdio.h, a C header file, 21
stdlib.h, a C header file, 20
std, standard namespace (C++), 9, 22, 386
stereotype (UML), 596
STL (C++), 8–9
stop()
for applets (AWT/Swing), 937
for Timer (Java), 941
store() (Mysql++), 1076
storage allocation
String (Java), 132
strcat() (C), 110
strcncpy() (C), 109, 563
strcpy() (C), 98, 110, 507
stream buffering
(C++), 258
Java), 264
function (C++), 252
hierarchy
(C++), 237
Java), 259
manipulator (C++), 252
streambuf (C++), 258
a header file, 8
_strerror() (C), 1003
stretch (Qt), 833
String (Java), 18
String
Java), 129
storage allocation, 132
string
(C), 108
(C++), 33, 113
Java), 129
a C++ header file, 8–9, 113, 116
constant, 108
constructor
(C++), 507
Java), 131
joining of
(C), 110
(C++), 111
Java), 138
literal, 108, 211
::npos (C++), 120
stream, 257
StringBuffer (Java), 38, 129
StringCharIndexing.cc, 114
StringFind.cc, 121
StringFind.java, 140
string.h, a C header file, 107, 109
StringIndexOutOfBoundsException (Java), 134
StringInsert.java, 141
StringLiteralUniqueness.java, 131
StringSize.cc, 125
StringSizeOf.cc, 127
StringSort.java, 137
StringTokenizer (Java), 26, 192, 205
strlen() (C), 109, 507
struct (C), 98
struct (C++), 336
access privilege, 337
tag, 336
StructInit.cc, 337
Structured Query Language, 1055, 1057
StyledDocument (AWT/Swing), 854
subclass, 2, 31
(C++), 42
copy assignment operator, 617
copy constructor, 617
operator overloading, 617
(Java), 47
subscript operator (C++), 150
substr() (C++), 122
substring() (Java), 141
superclass, 31
(C++), 42
(Java), 47
super() (Java), 670
superstate (UML), 608
suppressing name mangling (C++), 386
swap() (C++), 129
Swap.cc, 356
Swap.java, 355
SwapWithPointer.cc, 357
Swing (Java), 790–791
SwingUtilities (AWT/Swing), 993, 1000
switch, 305
sync() (C++), 258
SynchedFileIO.java, 981
SynchedSwaps.c, 1011
SynchedSwaps.cc, 1019
SynchedSwaps.java, 979
synchronization
bar (UML), 611
(C++), 1019
(Java), 979
pthreads (POSIX), 1010
synchronized
collection (Java), 200
container (Java), 185
synchronizedList() (Java), 200
synchronous method invocation, 601
System (Java), 13, 56, 957
system thread group (Java), 965

T
tab character, 215
TableLayoutPanelTest.c, 841
TCP, 1028
server socket, 1038
socket, 1038
tellg() (C++), 240, 248
tellp() (C++), 240
telnet, 1027, 1053
daemon, 1027
telnetd, 1027
template
class, 547
class (C++), 83
declaration (C++)
general syntax, 563
non-type parameter, 563
type parameter, 563
parameter, 555
parameter (C++)
default value, 564
list, 563
specialization (C++), 560
TemplateX.cc, 83
templatization, 549
templatized
class, 550, 568
function, 550
program, 548
terminate() (C++), 393
TermIO.c, 14
TermIO.cc, 15
TermIO.java, 17
TextFilePosition2.cc, 241
TextFilePosition.cc, 240
Text, 1059
TextArea (AWT/Swing), 882, 884
text string, drawing of, 919
TFTP, 1028
TFTP network service, 1028
this, for self-reference
(C++), 435, 453
(Java), 439
this() (Java), 421, 669
Thread (Java), 1018, 941, 966, 968
thread
group
tree (Java), 965
interference, 971
priority, 942, 964
safety, 1000
scheduling
first-in first-out, 1004
non-realtime, 1004
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priority-preemptive, 964
round-robin, 1004, 964
state
  blocked, 970
  born, 967, 970
  runnable, 967, 970
  running, 970
  sleeping, 970
  waiting, 970
synchronization
  (C++), 1019
  (Java), 979
(PPOSIX)), 1010
ThreadBasic.c, 1005
ThreadBasic.java, 966
ThreadBasicWithJoin.c, 1007
ThreadBasicWithJoin.java, 968
ThreadBasicWithRunnable.java, 969
ThreadGroup (Java), 965
Throwable, 965
Throwables (Java), 1001
throw clause (C++), 389
throw clause (Java), 404
throws clause (Java), 399
time order in a sequence diagram (UML), 601
timer, 965
threads
  timeslicing of, 964, 967, 972
TIME (SQL), 1061
  WITH TIME ZONE, 1061
TIMESTAMP (SQL), 1061
  WITH TIME ZONE, 1061
toArray () (Java), 183, 201, 316
token, 192, 211
toolbar, 798, 897
Toolkit (AWT/Swing), 794, 915
top() (C++), 174
top_attach (GNOME/GDK+), 840
top_level
  containers, 793, 795–796
  window, 796, 804
toString() (Java), 52
tower of GUI API’s, 792
transient
  Java, 281
transition, statechart diagram (UML), 606
transitivity, 605
translate()
  (AWT/Swing), 905
  (Qt), 920
translating Unicode into UTF-8, 270
Transmission Control Protocol, 1028
transparent pixels, 793
TreeMap, a Java container class, 184, 191
TreeSet, a Java container class, 189
trigger (UML), 612
trimToSize() (Java), 197
Trivial File Transfer Protocol, 1028
trunc (C++), 239
try–catch
  (C++), 389
  (Java), 18, 24, 401
TryCatch.cc, 390
TryCatch.java, 400
two’s complement representation, 230, 236
  type, 114
    conversion
      explicit, 223
      explicit (C++), 232, 234
      explicit (Java), 234
      for primitive types, 223
      implicit, 223
      implicit (C++), 224, 232
      implicit (Java), 228
typedef (C++), 61, 65–67, 69, 84, 88, 113, 169,
  237
typeid() (C++), 786
typeinfo, a C++ header file, 8–9
type
  inheritance (C++), 665
  parameter, 555
    constraining of (Java), 579
template declaration of (C++), 563
type
  typedef (C++), 61, 65–67, 69, 84, 88, 113, 169,
  237
typeid() (C++), 786

U
UDP, 1028
ugetc() (C), 14
UML, 3, 588
unary operator, 504
unchecked exception (Java), 399, 408
unexpect( ) (C++), 393
unget() (C++), 246
ungetc() (C), 15
Unicode, 134, 136, 213, 218, 237, 1029
Unified Modeling Language, 3, 588
UNIQUE (SQL), 1062
unique() (C++), 171
Unix, 791–792, 794–795
  emulation in Windows, 12
UnknownHostException (Java), 1029
unmodifiableList() (Java), 200
unnamed namespace (C++), 69, 304
unsigned
  char (C++), 213–214
  int, 110, 116
  int (C++), 213
  long int, 110
UnsupportedEncodingException (Java), 134
UnsyncedFileIO.java, 976
UnsyncedSwaps.c, 1008
UnsyncedSwaps.java, 972
upcasting (C++), 628–629
UPDATE (SQL), 1060, 1062, 1066
update()
(AWT/Swing), 904
(Qt), 919
URL, 939, 943, 953, 1028, 1038
(Java), 956
usage patterns for exception handling
(C++), 391
(Java), 402
US-ASCII, 133
USE (SQL), 1063
use case (UML), 588, 608
  diagram, 588
  extend relationship, 590
  generalization, 590
  include relationship, 590
User1.cc, 35
User2.cc, 35
User3.cc, 36
UserConv.cc, 534
UserConvConstructor.cc, 535
UserConvExplicit.cc, 536
User Datagram Protocol, 1028
User.java, 39
using (C++)
  declaration, 64, 303
  directive, 9, 22, 61, 64, 303
UTF-8, 133
  encoding, 270
UTF-16, 133
UTF-16BE, 133
UTF-16LE, 133–134
utility, a C++ header file, 8, 176
V
tvalarray
  a C++ container class, 150, 152
  a C++ header file, 8
VARCHAR(n) (SQL), 1061
variable
  default initialization, 283
    (C++), 286
    (Java), 293
Vector, a Java container class, 184, 194
  vector
    (C++), 567
    (Java), 184, 194
  a C++ container class, 148, 150, 152, 174
  a C++ header file, 8, 156
  initialization (C++), 157, 166
  migration, 149
VectorBasic.cc, 155
VectorForClassType.cc, 164
VectorFrontBackResize.cc, 157
VectorInitArray.cc, 167
VectorInsertEraseSort.cc, 160
VectorListOps.java, 196
VectorOps.java, 195
VIRTUAL (AWT/Swing), 826
viewport view, 816
virtual
  base (C++), 237, 731, 737, 752
  destructor (C++), 655, 727, 781
  function (C++), 44, 617, 630, 651, 918
  pure (C++), 74–75, 643, 727
  table (C++), 648
    pointer, 649
    terminal, 791
VirtualBase.cc, 732
VirtualBaseAssign.cc, 740
VirtualBaseCopyConstruct.cc, 737
VirtualDestructor.cc, 655
VirtualPrint1.cc, 641
VirtualPrint2.cc, 644
visibility, 43, 47, 595
  private, 595
  protected, 595
  public, 595
visual representation, 587
VSPACE, 938
vtbl (C++), 648
vtpr (C++), 649
VtprConcealed.cc, 649
W
wait
  list, 984
  state, 964, 970
wait()
  (C++), 1018
  (Java), 983–984
waitForAll() (AWT/Swing), 915
waitForID() (AWT/Swing), 915
wait–notify (Java), 983
wait–signal (POSIX), 1014
wait–wake (Qt), 1022
wakeAll() (Qt), 1022
wakeOne() (Qt), 1022
weightx (AWT/Swing), 826
weighty (AWT/Swing), 826
WEST (AWT/Swing), 810, 827
WHERE (SQL), 1062
white-space characters, 15–16, 212
widening java, 228
widening primitive conversion (Java), 228
widening type conversion (Java), 371
widget, 795
Win32, 793
  API, 791–792
WINDOW_ACTIVATED (AWT/Swing), 852
WindowAdapter (AWT/Swing), 680, 850
WINDOW_CLOSED (AWT/Swing), 852
windowClosing() (AWT/Swing), 850
INDEX

WindowClosing (AWT/Swing), 852
WindowClosing() (AWT/Swing), 852
WindowDeactivated (AWT/Swing), 852
WindowDeiconified (AWT/Swing), 852
WindowEvent (AWT/Swing), 852
WindowIconified (AWT/Swing), 852
WindowListener (AWT/Swing), 847
window manager, 842
WindowOpened (AWT/Swing), 852
Windows platform, 794
WindowWithButtons2.java, 850
WindowWithButtons.java, 848
WindowWithHelloButton.c, 871
WindowWithMenu.c, 898
WindowWithMenu.cc, 889
WindowWithMenu.h (Qt), 889
WindowWithMenu.java, 884
wistream (C++), 258
wostream (C++), 258
wrapper class (Java), 185, 194
WriteBinaryIntsToFile.cc, 250
writeBytes() (Java), 269
writeChars() (Java), 264, 270
writeDouble() (Java), 264
writeFloat() (Java), 264
write for binary I/O (C++), 247
writeInt() (Java), 264
WriteIntToFile.java, 261
write() (Java), 24, 262–263, 269
writeObject() (Java), 280
Writer (Java), 259, 1029, 1033
WriteStringToFile.java, 267
writeUTF() (Java), 270
wxWindows (C++), 791

x

Xlib, 791–792
Xt, 791
X window system, 790
Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a programming paradigm based on the concept of "objects", which can contain data, in the form of fields (often known as attributes or properties), and code, in the form of procedures (often known as methods). A feature of objects is an object's procedures that can access and often modify the data fields of the object with which they are associated (objects have a notion of "this" or "self"). In OOP, computer programs are designed by making them out of objects that
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